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Joint duty integration on effectively
excelling of illicit smuggling and
people trafficking

Article, photos Hung Wen-chuan

Associates working hard to inventory the
illicit stash overnight

To strengthen maintaining maritime law enforcement, ex-

pelling mainland fishing vessels trespassing, as well as cracking

down on illicit smuggling groups, the Coast Guard Administration

fourth patrol region has integrated all subordinate units since its in-

ception on July 1, 2005. This mission is focusing on spots prone to

smuggling and trafficking, integrating various duty planning in a move

to forcefully crack down the illicit and strength maritime service work.

The Taichung Coast Guard platoon’s SS PP10022 vessel spotted a name-

less mainland wooden hull vessel in the open sea off the coast of Tung

Shiao, Miaoli at around 20:00 on July 26, and halted the boat for an

inspection. There was only one man ,without any fishing gears , on

the boat. After initial inter-

rogation to the man named,

Chen xxx-guei, who sailed

the boat from mainland

china, he confessed used

the  fishing vessel which

belonged to a relative and

departed in the early morn-

ing of July 26 from Fujien

of mainland, with a speed

of 5 knots over a 16-hour

navigation time in an at-

tempt to f ind jobs in

Taiwan. But he was spotted

and caught on the spot mentioned on the above. He was taken back to

the platoon, pending further investigation.
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On the same day , at 21:00 the Taichung Coast Guard platoon

received intelligence from the head Coast Guard bureau crackdown

team and the Southern Regional mobile Coast Guard platoon citing

that captain Lou xxx-hsing of the Tainan-based fishing vessel SS Yung

Jih #(  ) was attempting to smuggle in illicit cigarettes through Chang

Hwa’s Wang Kong sea areas at around 22:00.  Commander Ba Yi-

ning conducted the crackdown move upon grasping the scenario,

sets up a taskforce working with the head Coast Guard bureau crack-

down team, the Southern Regional mobile Coast Guard platoon, the

Changhwa crackdown team, the head coastline patrol platoon, the

41st platoon, and assigns deputy commander Wu Jin-her to round

up the men on duty and command two near-coast patrol ships of SS

PP508 and SS PP2051.  Throughsearch efforts, the vessel has been

spotted around 22:20 one nautical mile off the coast of Han Bao,

Changhwa, the team found  the ship loaded with illicit cigarettes.

After the team brought the ship back to the platoon and  through

the associates’ inventory working , a total of 85,810 packs of an as-

sortment of nine cigarette brands have been accounted for. In the

initial interrogate the suspect captain Lou xxx-hsing admitted to the

crime. The case has been turned over

to the D.A.’s Office in Changhwa on

charges of allegedly violating the Na-

tional Security Act and the Tobacco

and Alcohol Administration Law.

Coast Guard commander Tsia of

the Coast Guard fourth patrol region

for Miaoli, Taichung and Changhwa

following the inception of the patrol

regiment on July 1 has ordered the

crackdown be carried out as per pa-

trol regiment stipulations;, criminal

cases uncovered by the Coast Guard

platoon, upon undergoing initial

interrogation, are to forward the suspects, evidence and case file to

the mobile crackdown platoon via a transfer form to continue with

the subsequent interrogation, and that the forwarding process is to

have all implements describes above completed in sixteen hours.  In

response to that, on the evening that the case has been uncovered at

sea, crackdown platoon associates are standing by on the dock, and

proceed to conduct interrogation overnight and assist in moving and

inventorying the illicit goods as soon as the suspects and the ship

are brought back to the platoon, working to conclude the prelimi-

nary work at 4:00AM on the morning of the 27th.  Of course, there

are two more criminal cases waiting to be process on the same day,

and under the logistical command and dispatch of the fourth patrol

regiment covering Miaoli, Taichung and Changhwa, the transfer of

suspects to the responsible D.A.’s Office at the local district court

and the handover of illicit goods to the head Customs and Excise

Bureau have been concluded within the specified deadline.
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The illicit cigarette busted are wrapped
in black waterproof bags
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The Coast Guard Administration, in integrating its coastline

and maritime administration responsibility for excelling an stron-

ger strength, has since July 1, 2005 moved to launch regional patrol

regiments by organizing regional coastline and maritime units, and

has since achieved impressive yield of a number of cases in drug

bust and trafficking through the joint crackdown move integrating

the coastline and maritime units, which are widely supported and

covered by the press.  The poor quality of fake cigarettes illegally

brought in by unscrupulous trafficking rings for profiting is poised

to jeopardize the public health to a grave extend and is poised to

disrupt the domestic economic order. To curtail the unscrupulous

trend from spreading, and to showcase the government’s determi-

nation for enhancing public health, the Coast Guard Administra-

tion is not only committing to continue stepping up crackdown

the illicit at sea and for maintaining the law enforcement, but also

vowing to continue strengthening various duty actions that would

suffice to curtail the illicit; the administration also urges the public,

when coming across illicit incidents or in need of maritime service,

to utilize the Coast Guard 118 toll-free hotline for phoning in the

information via the telephone, or through the Taiwan Regional Fish-

ery Broadcast Radio Station, and the Coast Guard will promptly

respond to it.

(The author is currently with the third Coast Guard platoon in

Taichung)
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Indicted is one suspect Chen x-guei attempting to
smuggling in, and one bullet is found on board the
vessel

A snapshot of media SNG cars interview-
ing live on the scene


